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Cents

Like it or not, money runs
our lives in many ways.
And how we manage our
finances affects our health.
It might seem overwhelming at first. But you can
make smarter, healthier
money decisions for you
and your family—even if
you’re on a budget.
By Erin Golden

32 Up and at ’em!

For some, a hospital stay may start
a cycle of illness. When patients aren’t
released with a proper plan of action,
they’re more likely to be readmitted.
But hospitals are working to reduce
their readmission rates, and help
people get back on their feet for good.
By Casey Toner
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After-school
advantages
Students and staff
at one school district aren’t so quick
to leave at the end
of the day. They are
reaping the benefits
of the fitness center
after school lets out
to sweat, relax and
connect.
By Laurie Bailey

26
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We tend to shrug off that fiery feeling in our chest,
especially after eating a plate of spicy food. If your
dinner feels like it might make a reappearance,
you may have gastroesophageal reflux disease,
a chronic condition that causes intense heartburn.
Learn how to calm the symptoms, and find
long-term relief. By Erin Golden
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Lower your stress, enjoy your life
Our society is one of constant movement. It often seems as though there can be an
endless list of things to do, places to be, and chores to be done. Within my own work
and family, as my children grow older and the number of commitments on the calendar
increases, I recognize that it can become a challenge to find the time to relax, refresh
and renew.
A commitment to personal health and finding the time to gain focus and “recharge
your batteries” is critical if you want to have a balanced life, and be effective in your
duties. Whether it’s through exercise, quality time with family, or alternate activities that
remove you from the everyday hustle and bustle of life, the ability to relieve tension and
stress will ultimately play a huge role in determining your quality of life.
Our spring issue of Community Health focuses largely on how money affects us in
every aspect of our lives—from making better financial decisions, to how money can
influence us as we age. You’ll even learn how to avoid the stress that comes with it, so you
can stay healthy.
Everyone is subject to varying levels of stress within their lifetime, whether selfinduced or from outside sources. But everyone isn’t able to control that stress, and enjoy
life to its fullest.
A healthy lifestyle can go a long way in keeping our stress levels low. The articles in
this issue will provide insight for how we can keep ourselves going strong through nutrition, physical activity, and getting appropriate rest.
Many of us made our resolutions back in January to be healthier. This issue may give
you just the nudge necessary to help those goals come to fruition, or even help out those
who started a bit late.
I encourage our readers to participate in exercise activities they enjoy. Step out of your comfort zone, and try
something new. It might increase your enjoyment and quality of life.
Though taking the time to eat well and getting on a
consistent workout routine can be challenging in our fastpaced lives, you will experience many wonderful returns on
your invested time and effort. Best wishes for a happy and
healthy 2013!
Dr. Matthew Curci
Superintendent
Apollo-Ridge School District
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Should I Have My Veins Evaluated?

Q & A WITH A VEIN SPECIALIST: While finishing charts at the
end of my day, I took a few moments to listen to my staff answer
questions for a patient on the phone. The questions asked were very
important as were the answers that were given. Here are some
examples:

What is Phlebology?

Phlebology is the branch of medicine that deals with veins and the
disease of veins. Two organizations dedicated to the advancement of
this field are The American College of Phlebology and the American
Venous Forum.

Why should I see a board- certified phlebologist to evaluate
my varicose veins

When it comes to any aspect of your health care, it is important to
be proactive in the choice and research of who will become medically
responsible for your evaluation and treatment. Though venous
disease is not always a visible ailment, it can be a serious health
problem leading to more serious issues, so choosing a specialist, or
board certified phlebologist for your venous care is a wise decision.
Board certification in phlebology identifies a physician who has
taken the extra step of becoming specialized in the treatment of
venous disease. Not only is the physician often a member of
organizations such as the American College of Phlebology (ACP) and
the American Venous Forum (AVF) but they have met additional
requirements set by the certifying board. After meeting these
requirements, he or she must then pass a certifying exam allowing the
physician to identify him or herself as board-certified.

Is membership the same as board certification?

This question is particularly important as it defines the specialty of
a phlebologist. While a physician may be a member of many different
organizations, these organizations only require an interest in the field
for joining. Thus membership is unlike board certification where
qualification is determined through training and testing. Here’s how
the ACP defines its board certification: “The establishment of a Board
Certification Exam brings recognition to both the field of phlebology
and those providers in the field who have the knowledge, skills and
experience to provide quality care to phlebology patients.”

I had a free screening at a
health fair and was told that
I don't have venous disease,
but I still have aching, pain
and discoloration at the
ankles. What should I do?

While free screenings can be
informative, remember that this is
just a brief glance into a patient's
venous system. A complete venous
exam and venous mapping by a
board-certified phlebologist is best
to determine if a patient has venous
disease.
Since a proper venous ultrasound
is such an integral part of this
evaluation, the American College of
Phlebology has set requirements for it
that include the following:
• A venous ultrasound should be ordered by a
physician.
• A lower extremity ultrasound should study the entire leg, from ankle
to groin. Failure to identify and treat all sources of reflux may result
in outright treatment failure.
• Evaluation of the venous system should be performed with the patient
in the upright position. Sitting or lying down are inappropriate for
the detection of reflux or the measurement of vein diameters.
• A venous ultrasound should be performed by a trained physician or a
registered vascular ultrasound technician (RVT) and then
interpreted by a physician.

If I have had an evaluation elsewhere, can I still be evaluated
in your office?

Of course. A free evaluation is commonly ‘ free’ because patients
are often not meeting with a physician, a physician assistant or a nurse
practitioner, so this visit cannot be billed to insurance. However, most
insurances allow for a second opinion. If you have any questions
about the second opinion being covered, contact member services on
the back of your insurance card.
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Run, Pump and Laugh
Teachers and staff connect over sweat at new fitness center
When the final bell signals the end of the school
day, many Indiana Area School District staff members and
students stick around to use the district’s fitness center.
“I am able to go to the fitness center right after work, and
leave feeling refreshed and relaxed,” says guidance counselor
Stephanie Brilhart.
Located at the high school, the 5,500-square-foot center
was part of a renovation four years ago that also includes a
new gym, a storage area, and a long gym for batting practice.
It is available free of charge Monday through Friday to
district students and staff.
“When the building was completed, there was leftover
money, and the school board supported purchasing 31 pieces
of aerobic equipment,” says athletic director Pat Snyder.
The equipment, worth $110,000, includes 10 upright stationary bikes, five recumbent bikes, five treadmills and
10 elliptical machines. Another piece of equipment allows
people with leg injuries to pedal their arms and still get an

This facility is one of the nicest gyms
I have ever seen, especially
for a high school.
fitness center supervisor
Chris Detweiler

By Laurie Bailey

aerobic workout.
The center boasts another $130,000 worth of weightlifting equipment, contributed by private community donors,
says Snyder.
“This facility is one of the nicest gyms I have ever seen,
especially for a high school,” says fitness center supervisor Chris Detweiler. “All the equipment is up-to-date and in
fantastic condition. This is a great thing for the students and
the faculty.”
Detweiler, who has a degree in sports management, is
certified by the National Academy of Sports Medicine in
personal training and weight loss. He says about 20 to 30
teachers and other staff members regularly burn calories
and pump iron at the fitness center. The center is also available for team training under the supervision of coaches or
Detweiler.
“After-school hours can get busy with teams practicing,
but there is always room and machines available for everyone
that needs one,” says third-grade teacher Shannon Tokar.
Detweiler says he can help newbies learn how to use the
equipment, and he offers individual and small group training. In the year he has worked at the fitness center, Detweiler
says he has seen more teachers make use of the space.
Family and consumer science teacher Dana Piccolini used
to be a runner, but says she thought her exercise days were
over after she developed bad knees. Now, she visits the center
every day before going home.

Fitness center supervisor Chris Detweiler talks to teachers during their workout. Detweiler can help first-timers learn the equipment, and set up workout
for individuals and groups.

“As a food and nutrition educator, I feel I am setting a
good example for my students by demonstrating that exercise and eating go hand in hand,” she says. “I always promote
the use of the fitness center when talking to students about
eating and weight control.”
The center has also had an unforeseen effect. It lets staff
working in different district buildings to become acquainted
with one another.
“After a long or stressful day at school, I look forward to
getting together with friends. We work hard, but we also
laugh a lot, too. My stress levels are reduced, and my fitness
level has definitely improved,” says kindergarten teacher
Erin Snyder.
“The positive and supportive environment has made me
make fitness a priority in my life. We are fortunate to have a
facility like this at our disposal.”

Number Crunchers

Here’s what you have to work with:

10 upright stationary bikes
5 recumbent bikes
5 treadmills
10 elliptical machines
$130,000 of weightlifting equipment

What’s your excuse?

Need a reason to try the Indiana Area fitness center? Fifth-grade teacher Pat McKee gives you seven.
1 Exercise is an excellent stress reliever and mood changer after a long hectic day of teaching.

2 Exercising sets a good example to the students when they see teachers working out.
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3 You sometimes run into past students, and can briefly catch up and learn what they are up to and how they are doing.
4 The fitness center has a certified and knowledgeable supervisor who is always available to answer questions.
Supplied Photos

Track and field athletes
perform plank exercises,
under the direction of teacher
and indoor track coach
Steve Cochran.

He will also create a workout routine for you as an individual, or for groups who want to work out together.

5 Exercise helps lower your risk of certain diseases, to help you live a longer and healthier life.
6 The fitness center is well equipped to accommodate all levels of fitness.
7 It builds a sense of camaraderie among the teachers and staff in the district. We all pull for each other. Everyone is welcome.
C o m m u n i t y H e a lt h
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Physical education teacher Janessa Hardesty starts off students’ days the right way, with early-morning exercises that she leads over the intercom system.

Your Wake-up Routine

AD NAME: IndianaChiro_ai_0110_halfH
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Phys ed teacher gets students moving with morning exercises

SHE SNORES MORE
THAN I DO, BUT I STILL
LOVE MY HUMAN.

Supplied Photos

— BANDIT
adopted 11-26-09

At 9:20 each morning, right after
the flag salute, students at Purchase
Line Elementary School are greeted with,
“This is Mrs. Hardesty. Get up. Get ready.
And let’s get moving!” over the school’s
intercom system.
It’s their signal to begin their Wake-up
Workout, led by physical education teacher
Janessa Hardesty.
For three to five minutes, they follow
Hardesty’s directions as she coaches the
school’s 486 students through exercises,
each lasting about 30 seconds. Stretches
last about 10 seconds. The movements are
tailored so everyone in the school—athletic
and non-athletic—can perform them.
Special needs students participate, as
well, with an aide who can adapt movements to their abilities. If the school is
doing jumping jacks, a student in a wheelchair may do arm movements, Hardesty
says.
“They can do them right at their desk,”
she says. Or wherever they happen to be in
the school when the workout begins.
“Even if there are kids in the hallways

and I start the exercises, I can see them
from the office actually stop and do them
in the hallways,” Hardesty says.
The routine varies from day to day,
and students work out to upbeat popular
music.
“For instance, The Final Countdown
(by Swedish band Europe) is Purchase
Line’s fight song. When it is played for
the morning exercises, you can hear the
students singing in the halls, and their
movements are intensified,” she says.
Before the holidays, she led the students
through the “12 days of fitness.”
The idea for the Wake-up Workout
started about five years ago, when then
elementary gym teacher Julie Horner
had the students participate in the
national ACES (All Children Exercising
Simultaneously) program. The goal was to
promote physical activity by encouraging
every student in the country to exercise at
a particular time and day in May.
Horner came up with the idea to do
school-wide short daily morning workouts
before the start of classes, Hardesty says.

By Laurie Bailey

And they seem to work well with boosting
the students’ concentration once the academic part of their day begins.
“When they come in, they are tired
from a long bus ride. Exercise gets their
blood pumping, and gets them focused,”
she says.
Other teachers tell Hardesty the workouts have made students more attentive.
They participate more in the morning
hours when they move a bit first.
For the students, it has become part of
their morning routine. If Hardesty can’t
be at school for some reason, they follow a
recording of her voice giving the exercise
prompts.
“They get excited, and look forward to
it every day,” she says.
Students aren’t the only ones who
get a kick out of the Wake-up Workout.
Hardesty and the other teachers enjoy the
exercises, too. To stay in shape, Hardesty
participates in her students’ physical education classes. She is currently in her ninth
year of coaching, and is presently the assistant high school volleyball coach.
C o m m u n i t y H e a lt h
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Message for Life

Tricks of the trade
Urgent care center or emergency room?
How choosing smart can save you money

Girl Scouts leader inspires young girls to build their skills
By Laurie Bailey

It’s no surprise that the Girl Scouts motto is “Be
prepared.” Be prepared, that is, for anything and everything that comes their way. But for Darlene Beatty, the motto
isn’t just about being ready to help out a fellow citizen at any
moment. She thinks the message behind Girl Scouts isn’t something you grow out of. You can bring the skills you learn as a
child into your adulthood.
Beatty is secretary for the Practical Nursing Department
at Indiana County Technology Center. She was a Brownie in
the 1980s, and moved through the ranks to the level of Cadette
Scout, which is for girls in grades six through eight. She is currently in her eighth year as a Girl Scouts leader, passing her love
for scouting to her 12-year-old daughter, Ann.
For the last six years, Beatty has spearheaded a skill-building activity for the Brownies, girls in second and third grades,
in the Indiana School District Service Unit. Each March,
nursing students from the technology center welcome about
40 young scouts to their school. They guide the Brownies
through the steps to earn a health-related badge that adheres
to their uniforms.
For the last few years, they’ve helped the younger girls earn
their Dental Hygiene fun patch and Five Senses badge, or
“Try-It,” Beatty says.
Rotating through stations, the girls review the proper way
to brush their teeth and wash their hands. They learn about
healthy snacking and exercise. There is even a station that
focuses on relaxation techniques.
“In our relaxing station, we’ve had students teach the girls
how to do yoga and stretching. We even had activities where we
would have them color pictures,” Beatty says.
The nursing students prepare the activities and information
presented at each station.

Supplied Photos

What if members of the Armstrong Indiana Intermediate Unit were
told there was an easy way to save some of their health care dollars with no strings
attached? Would they enjoy a treatment at their favorite spa with the savings, or how
about treating themselves and a guest to a nice dinner at a great restaurant?
It may seem like wishful thinking. But that’s exactly what can happen by choosing
smart when you’re deciding whether to go to an urgent care center or the emergency
room. Choosing smart will allow you to rack up the savings to your health care budget, which, ultimately, can make a big difference in your overall savings.
So, where do consumers begin when trying to make the best decision?
To be a smart shopper, you need to ask the right questions and review your health
care spending habits. Ask yourself, “When I get the flu, do I typically run to the emergency room to find relief?”
At times, the emergency room may seem necessary when we are sick and the doctor is unavailable. However, a more cost-effective solution would be to go to an Urgent
Care or retail clinic instead, for conditions that aren’t life threatening.
Typically, if your primary care doctor is unavailable, an urgent care center or retail
clinic will work for your situation, and potentially save you money. Especially if you
find yourself in need of treatment for asthma, allergies, blood tests, broken bones,
cuts, ear infections, minor burns, sprains and X-rays.
Urgent care centers are gaining in popularity. People often pick them instead of a
trip to an emergency room because of the convenience of longer hours, less wait time
and proximity to the clinic. Services at urgent care centers also typically cost less than
going to an emergency room. Over time, the savings can really
add up.
Care initiated at retail clinics is 30% to 40% less
expensive than similar care provided at a doctor’s
office. It’s 80% less expensive than the same
care provided in an emergency room, according to a 2011 RAND Corporation study.
For example, a typical lipid panel screening for cholesterol costs $27.37 at an
independent facility, compared to $79.19 at
a hospital-based facility. According to a 2010
Health Affairs article, $4.4 billion is spent
annually on unnecessary emergency room visits in the United States.
Next time you find yourself in need of
care, consider going to an urgent care
center or retail clinic for all your nonemergency medical needs. The service
will typically be more convenient and
faster, and you will potentially save
on your health care budget.
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Darlene Beatty (top
photo, at right) says
each March, nursing
students from the technology center welcome
about 40 Girl Scouts to
their school. They help
the young girls earn
health-related badges.

“The main goal is to keep it fun and entertaining for the
girls. While they are having fun, they are learning something,
too,” Beatty says.
At past events, the nursing students and Brownies earned
other health-related badges, including the Healthy Habits and
My Body Try-Its.
“For the My Body badge, we had an exercise station where
the girls did different types of exercises,” such as jumping rope,
jumping jacks, volleyball and a relay race, she says. “Once, we
even had music and did a line dance.”
Overall, it’s a win-win evening for everyone who is involved.
The girls are having fun while earning a badge, and the nursing
students are also exposed to scouting, Beatty says.
“Girl Scouting provides wonderful activities that these girls
may not necessarily get to do,” she says. “For my daughter’s
troop (who are now Cadettes), I would hope the things they
have learned in this activity—and any other activity we have
attended—they would pass on with their family and friends.
“I would hope that with the things we have done and will do
in the future, they will be able to grow and spread their wings.”
C o m m u n i t y H e a lt h
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Hunger Pains?
Kids claim new food rules leave them lacking,
but they often skip filling fruits and vegetables

What’s
for lunch?

By Laurie Bailey

Beginning this school year, as mandated by the Healthy Hunger-Free
Kids Act, federal regulations require all school lunches to include more vegetables
and fruits, less meat and protein, and no dessert. The initiative promotes healthier
eating, but some argue that children are going back to class still hungry.
Students across the country have protested their shrinking lunches. At one Kansas
high school, they even produced a YouTube video, proclaiming, “We are Hungry.”
Some nutrition professionals argue that students are offered enough food to stay full
through the afternoon, but they won’t eat the healthy offerings.
We asked local food service professionals, Michelle Marker, director of programming at The Nutrition Group; Sarah Backus, food service director at Apollo-Ridge
School District; and LuAnn Fee, director of food and nutrition services at Armstrong
School District, about their take is on this lunchtime debate.

Do you believe students are
getting enough food at lunch?
Michelle Marker: The National
School Lunch Program is designed
around all five food components. When a
student takes all five items, that is a complete balanced lunch. We like the fact
that extra servings of fruits and vegetables are available to students.
Sarah Backus: When a student
takes from all five components, I do
believe they are getting enough food at
lunch. I believe the extra fruit and vegetable servings are a great addition to the
school lunch.
LUAnn Fee: The calories are appropriate. If the students take all the food
components offered, they are definitely
getting enough food.

How much does a
school lunch cost?
LF: Lunches at both districts cost $2.25
at the elementary schools, and $2.50 at
the middle and high schools.

Do students take everything
available to them?
MM: For the most part, yes. Some students still don’t like certain items, and
that is why we serve a variety, so they
have choices.
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SB: I see many students take everything
that is available to them. You will always
have those students who are picky with
fruits and vegetables. We try to offer a
variety of fruits and vegetables daily, so
they can find something they like.
LF: If a child takes everything they can
take, they will be full. Usually, they only
take the pizza or sandwich and milk, and
not the vegetable.

Is there a lot of waste?
MM: Some students don’t realize that the
items they don’t eat and throw away are
wasted items. Again, having choices for
them has decreased the waste.
SB: There is some waste, but the variety
of choices we offer for the students help
this issue.
LF: Not a lot, but more this year now that
they must take a fruit or vegetable. I have
my intern doing a plate waste study in
February to check this.

Have students or parents
complained about kids
not getting enough food?
SB: In the beginning of the school year,
we heard complaints from students and
parents. This can be expected with any
change. However, students are more
aware of their options now, making the
number of complaints decrease.
LF: A few at the beginning of the
year, mostly because the portion size
for chicken tenders and nuggets was
reduced with the new guidelines.

A typical lunch menu in
Armstrong School District
➤➤ Buffalo chicken wrap
➤➤ Baked french fries
➤➤ Tomato soup
and crackers
➤➤ Fresh veggie tray
with hummus, banana,
peach slices
➤➤ Milk

Calorie Count
The USDA’s minimum and
maximum school lunch calorie requirements by grade.
Grades K-5
550-650
Grades 6-8

600-700

Grades 9-12

750-850

School Lunch Guidelines
Elementary

Secondary

Calories

644

846

Protein (g)

8.87

16.7

Total Fat %

30%

30%

Saturated
Fat %

10%

10%

Iron (mg)

3.3

4.5

Calcium
(mg)

267

400

Vitamin A
(re)

211

300

Vitamin C
(mg)

15

19.2
Source: USDA

How would you suggest
changing the menu, if necessary?
LF: I believe the guidelines are well written. But in my opinion, the meat and
grains are a little shy.

What are the quickest movers?
SB: Students enjoy chicken over biscuits, grilled chicken salads, breakfast
for lunch, and the food bars we try to
offer monthly, like the pasta bar we had
in January. Of course, pizza is always a
favorite, and recently we have started
wraps that are going over very well at the
middle school and high school.
LF: Chicken nuggets and pizza at the elementary level; calzones and chicken fillet
sandwiches at the secondary level.

If the students take all the food components offered,
they are definitely getting enough food.
LuAnn Fee, Armstrong School District
nutrition services director

What matters most?
Future? Family? Fun?
All of the above?

When it comes to planning for your long-term financial goals,
there’s one group that always stops to consider what matters
most to you.

Bradley Peterson

Jody Claypool

Susan Pape

Anthony Lang

949 Philadelphia Street • Indiana, PA 15701
Toll free 866.349.3006 • www.infirstfinancial.com
Securities and Investment Advisory services are offered through H. Beck Inc. Member FINRA, SIPC. Bradley L. Peterson,
Susan L. Pape, and Anthony J. Lang are registered representatives and investment advisory representatives of H. Beck Inc.
Jody L. Claypool is a registered representative of H Beck Inc. H. Beck Inc. is not affiliated with InFirst Financial Advisors, LLC.
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Snack
on Track

Life Lessons
Language, law enforcement among classes
taught via Everyday Enrichment
By Laurie Bailey

Students change midday munch
habits thanks to hospital grant
By Laurie Bailey

Kids in health classes in Armstrong School District
are going bananas.
Thanks to a $3,200 grant from Armstrong County
Memorial Hospital, students in eighth- and 11th-grade health
classes enjoy a week’s worth of healthy snacks while learning
about balancing their diets.
During their nutrition unit, the students are served a different snack each day, including an apple with yogurt, granola
bar, water with string cheese and, of course, a banana. The
food is purchased and distributed by the district’s food service
department.
Eleventh-grade health teacher Don McGaughey says there
are never leftovers.
“If someone doesn’t want their snack on a certain day, there
is always a classmate willing to take it,” he says.
This is the fifth year for the program, and McGaughey
says he sees the impact of just one week of encouraging
healthy snacking.
“I hope it influences some. You start to see kids with water
and apples. We want to show them that these are easy snacks
to have,” McGaughey says.
Before receiving the snacks, the students complete a
survey about their eating habits, asking the number of daily

If someone doesn’t want their snack
on a certain day, there is always
a classmate willing to take it.
health teacher Don McGaughey

The MyPlate system
advocates for people
to fill half their plate
with fruits and
vegetables.
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servings of fruit they eat, the amount of water they drink,
and whether they normally eat fruit and yogurt as a
snack. They take the same survey at the end of the week.
“Almost always in the post survey, the amounts
increase,” says LuAnn Fee, district director of food
and nutrition services.
Also as part of the unit, McGaughey uses the
SuperTracker tool on the MyPlate.gov website
in his classroom. His students create a threeday meal plan that fits their height, weight
and activity level profile.
MyPlate.gov is the USDA’s online
resource that provides an overview of the
five food groups that comprise a healthy
diet. Visitors to the site can click on information about weight management and
physical activity.
SuperTracker is a free application that
allows users to set personal calorie goals
based on targets prescribed by nutritionists,
dietitians and health care providers. It incorporates both the 2010 Dietary Guidelines for
Americans and the 2008 Physical Activity
Guidelines recommended by the USDA.
McGaughey says even after the unit ends,
many of the students continue to input their
daily food choices.
“It helps them understand food, calories in,
calories out, and that we can balance out, and
be where we want to be,” McGaughey says.

Do you want to save money by doing your own plumbing? How
about painting a beautiful landscape? Quieres hablar Espanol? (Do you
want to speak Spanish?)
Thanks to a new program sponsored by the Apollo-Ridge Education
Foundation, you can hone new skills without leaving your community.
The Everyday Enrichment program kicked off in fall 2012, and is now
in its spring session, offering a wide array of classes for teens age 14
through adults.
But more than just a convenience and outreach to local adults, the program serves as a fundraiser for the foundation. The instructors—mostly
staff and substitute teachers in the district—are donating $1 for every
person in each class they teach, says Cristine Kostiuk, assistant to the
superintendent and the district’s community outreach representative.
“We told the staff we wanted to provide this to the community, and
people just started coming up with these creative ideas,” Kostiuk says.
What tickles your interest?
Topics in the Everyday Enrichment program range from computers to
crafts and cooking. People who want to refresh their high school language skills can take French or Spanish
for Beginners. You can try your hand at
American Sign Language.
Do-it-yourselfers may consider the
plumbing class. Budding artists can
enroll in the watercolor class. There is
even a class called Law Enforcement as
a Career, taught by a local 23-year veteran police officer.
“It’s a diverse offering that we’re putting out there for the community,”
Kostiuk says.
Classes with health and fitness focus
are among the most popular.
Cristine Kostiuk
“The fitness classes are getting a huge
response, and many (instructors) are
going to keep them going once the session ends,” Kostiuk says.
Especially popular is the Spinning class, which takes advantage of
the 36 stationary bicycles in the high school gym. The bikes were purchased about three years ago with a grant from Highmark for use in
physical education classes.
Assistant volleyball coach Samantha Davis leads the 50-minute class,
which meets twice per week in the evenings. Davis, who has also taught
spinning at the YMCA in Kiski Valley, says the class is the first time most
participants have tried this form of exercise.
All Everyday Enrichment classes are taught on the Apollo-Ridge campus in Spring Church Village—the go-to place for anything social or
educational in the Apollo-Ridge community, says Kostiuk.

The fitness classes
are getting a
huge response and
many (instructors)
are going to keep
them going once
the session ends.

Zumba instructors Nancy Blyshak
and Kristen Scotece lead the group in some new moves.

The Tuesday night yoga class taught
by Karissa Petrilla has become so popular,
a second class has been added on Thursdays.

Students listen attentively to
American Sign Language class instructor Barb Hancock.

About the Foundation

Since 199 6 , the Apollo- Ridge Education
Foundation has enhanced the educational experience of students, and now adults, by encouraging
and supporting the development of innovative programs. Through grant money, the foundation has
provided teachers the funds necessary to create
innovative and instructional activities. Its “innovative project program” has enabled the district to
provide educational services above and beyond
the existing programming supported by state and
local tax revenues. Since its inception, the foundation has awarded more than $80,000 in grants.
Some spring Everyday Enrichment classes:
➤➤ Skills to Pay the Bills
➤➤ How to Talk So Your Child will Listen
➤➤ Basic Computer Skills
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Brick-and-mortar support
New stores aim to take the stress out of insurance shopping
As consumers continue to face financial and decision-making
responsibility for their health insurance needs, they often look for information and guidance on health insurance options that are available. That’s
where Highmark comes in.
In 2009, the company opened the doors of its first two Highmark Direct
stores. The first of its kind in Pennsylvania, Highmark Direct provides consumers with the opportunity to speak one-on-one with a health insurance
specialist, so they can make more informed decisions about their health
insurance options and benefits as a Highmark member.
“The responsibility for purchasing and understanding health insurance is falling more to individual consumers, especially in these difficult
economic times,” says Matt Fidler, Highmark’s vice president of retail
marketing.
As a result of this continued need, Highmark Direct has since expanded
with seven additional stores across Pennsylvania. “The stores have helped
customers better understand what they are purchasing, and how to make
more informed decisions about their health,” Fidler says.
By visiting a store, people can take advantage of a variety of services:
➤➤ Consultations with insurance experts to discuss health
and dental insurance options, and receive assistance in
applying for and purchasing coverage:
— Highmark plans for people without employer health coverage such as
students, recent graduates, or people who are self-employed,
between jobs, or retiring early
— Products for those Medicare eligible
— Group plans for companies with 50 or fewer employees
➤➤ Dental insurance from United Concordia Dental
➤➤ In-store events, including Medicare solution seminars,
member information seminars and wellness programs
The nine Highmark Direct stores in Pennsylvania are in Easton, Erie,
Harrisburg, Lancaster, Mechanicsburg, Monroeville, North Fayette, North
Hills and South Hills. To make an appointment, or for additional details
about each Highmark Direct store location, visit HighmarkDirect.com.

The stores have helped customers
better understand what they are purchasing,
and how to make more informed decisions
about their health.
Matt Fidler, Highmark’s vice president
of retail marketing

Take the first step
to less stress
According to the National Institute
of Mental Health, routine stress from
the pressures of work, family and
everyday responsibilities can have a
negative effect on our bodie. It may
also lead to serious health issues such
as heart disease, high blood pressure,
anxiety disorder and other illnesses.
To help people cope with stress,
Highmark recently launched a new
stress management program, Daily
Steps to Less Stress, as part of its
Wellness Where You Live series of
valuable health and wellness programs
offered in convenient community
locations across western and central
Pennsylvania. All members of the community are welcome to take advantage
of these programs, which are free of
charge to medically insured Highmark
members, and available for a nominal
fee to non-Highmark members.
This group-based program, led by
qualified health professionals, meets
one hour per week for six weeks. It
teaches concepts such as Take 20,
to take time every day for personal
enjoyment; the high value of Humor
Therapy; and Creating the Art of Calm,
by identifying go-to sensory experiences that release endorphins. Get
more information about Daily Steps to
Less Stress by calling (800) 879-2217.
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A Charming Stroll
Monthly walks let students connect and collect tokens
Each month, you’ll see children in
the five Armstrong School District elementary schools walking outside in single file
lines. They aren’t standing outside waiting
for a fire drill to end. Instead, the students
are taking their mile-long walk together, an
initiative that started last March.
More than 700 students attend the West
Hills Primary School, where Devin Lorigan
teaches health and physical education. She
says it’s an amazing sight for young students
to see the entire school, which stretches
across the campus grounds.
“The kids absolutely love the program.
They get excited each month,” Lorigan says,
adding the students give 100% effort.
Over at Dayton Elementary, kindergarten teacher Lynn Steffey says students love
the walks just as much. It’s a great chance
for them to mingle with other students, and
learn how walking can keep them healthy.
“Kindergarten students love Wellness
Days at Dayton Elementary. The opportunity to interact with older students and
adults during movement activities helps
motivate the younger children to be active
and healthy,” Steffey says.
Each month’s walk has a name. In
September 2012, the kids took a Back to
School Romp. In October 2012, the event
was called the Pumpkin Run. In November,
it was dubbed the Turkey Trot.

By Laurie Bailey

With each walk they complete, students
earn a charm that symbolizes the month’s
theme. Students wear these charms on a
24-inch stainless steel necklace.
For January’s Penguin Shuffle, they
received a penguin charm. For April’s
Raindrop Romp, they earned a raindrop charm. The charms and necklaces
were bought with the district’s Physical
Education Program Grant.
The walks usually take 30 to 40 minutes for children in younger grades.
Fourth- through sixth-graders take about
20 minutes to complete their mile, Lorigan
says. If the weather isn’t cooperating, the
students do an aerobic activity inside.
“(Walking) seems to make their brains
work better,” she says.
This shouldn’t come as a surprise.
Research has shown for many years
that physical playtime can improve how
students behave and think at school.

The kids absolutely
love the program.
They get excited
each month.
physical education
teacher Devin Lorigan

Studies from the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention found “positive
associations between classroom-based
physical activity and indicators of academic
performance.”
The studies showed that regular physical
activity may improve academic achievement and grades, improve behavior (staying
on task), and can attentiveness.
Tracey Eddy, second-grade teacher at
Elderton Elementary School, says taking a
short break between schoolwork by walking
outside is great for students who may have
a hard time staying focused. The walks provide time to release energy, have some fun
and learn about healthy living choices. Kids
can let their mind relax for a bit, and return
to their desks ready to work.
“Specifically for students with attention issues, the wellness activities help them
take a break from classroom assignments
that require sustained mental effort and
concentration,” Eddy says. “Students return
to the classroom happy, energized and
ready to take on the next learning target.”
Beth McCrea, second-grade teacher at
Dayton Elementary, agrees.
“Kids come back refreshed and ready
to work. It provides for some much needed
exercise for students—and staff—along
with some socialization and camaraderie,”
she says.

Supplied Photos
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Maddox Rearic and Maci Lorigan, both third-graders, show off the charms they earned for finishing their one-mile monthly walk.
The charms symbolize the month’s walk theme.
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The Science of Sleep

New Technology Eases the Effects of Tinnitus

New Technology Eases the Effects of Tinnitus

What little we know about how we spend one-third of our lives
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Stage 1 You’re dozing
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heavy sleep
Stage 4 Heavy sleep
REM stage You’re dreaming
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Our Services

Sleep Stages
When we sleep, there are several major
stages we go through. The moment we
begin to doze off, we are in stage 1. Then
we move into stage 2, which is longer, but
still known as “light sleep.” In stage 3, we
experience a transitory period that leads
us from light sleep to heavy sleep.
Stage 4 is known as “heavy sleep,” and
is notably much more difficult of a stage

 Honest, realistic answers to your hearing concerns

 A wide selection of the simplest to the most
advanced digital instruments
 Hearing system fittings and follow-up care,
including in-office service

Our724.471.3345
Services

to wake a person from. Following stage
4, we go back to 3, then 2.
But instead of entering stage 1, we
move into the final stage—REM, which
stands for rapid eye movement. This
is generally thought to be the stage
at which people dream, because the
eyes believe they are seeing things (the
dreams) and thus physically move to
“view” those things.
This is initially a short stage, but
grows longer as the night continues.
From REM, we enter back into stage 2,
and the cycle repeats. One sleep cycle
lasts about 90 minutes.
A light topic
What causes sleep? Basically, humans
have a biological clock inside them
known as circadian rhythm. This clock
regulates certain processes throughout the day, such as the production of
hormones.
A small portion of the brain, known as
the suprachiasmatic nucleus, is the control for the circadian rhythm. Whenever
the eyes detect light, the light stops the

Proudly Serving the Indiana
Community for 24 Years! Broderick Gerano says he was curious
Kristin Shearer, Au.D., Licensed Audiologist
Sara J. Webber, Au.D., Licensed Audiologist
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to investigate sleep because of how little
medical science understands about the process.

production of melatonin, the main chemical responsible for sleep. When we are
not exposed to light, such as at night,
melatonin is produced and allows us to
fall asleep.
This may explain one possible reason
why people suffer from insomnia. They
subject themselves to massive amounts
of artificial light in the moments leading up to sleep. We have cell phones and
television, which continually pump our
brains full of light and prohibit melatonin synthesis, and we do not realize it.
Some people convince themselves
that the television helps them sleep, but
in reality, it does not. Generally, it is the
background noise that the television
provides that brings sleep, but the light
given off greatly disrupts a normal person’s sleep schedule.
Though there are many facts now
known about sleep, there are still many
mysteries that surround it. The biggest is
the role of dreams in sleep. We now know
dreaming is a necessary activity for every
person. However, neurologists and biologists are continually learning more about
how sleep occurs and will continue to
study it as we search for the answers to
many sleep disorders. I hope I will one
day be one of those neurologists helping
to learn more about a third of our lives.

1011 Water St • Indiana, PA 15701
Visit us online at www.IndianaAudiology.com
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